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Os Sunnylife silicone strap cover for Insta360 GO 3 - White (IST-ZD588-B)
Want to make sure your Insta360 GO 3 camera is safe in all conditions? With Sunnylife's strap-on silicone cover, you can make sure it's
protected! It fits the device perfectly, and with an adjustment range of 128-225 mm, it will be very comfortable to use. What's more, it
will provide you with the ability to create unforgettable shots, as you can mount it in many places such as your wrist, bike or drone!
 
Reliable protection 
The Sunnylife  silicone strap cover  was created for  the Insta360 GO 3 camera,  and it  exhibits  scratch and dust  resistance,  and what's
more,  it  prevents  you  from losing  your  device.  This  soft  silicone  cover  and  multifunctional  strap  will  be  a  reliable  protection  for  your
device! 
 
Multiple mounting options 
You can attach the Sunnylife cover to various places. The adjustable strap gives you the opportunity to mount it on your drone, wrist,
backpack or bike, for example. It will be perfect for drones such as the Mini 3 Pro/Mini2/SE/Mavic Mini/Air 2S/ Mavic Air 2/ EVO Nano/Fimi
X8 Mini. This makes it so you can always have the camera with you and record amazing shots while freeing your hands!
 
Thoughtful design 
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What sets Sunnylife's silicone cover apart is its adjustable strap in the range of 128-225mm. What's more, it has special cutouts on the
back for better heat dissipation, and its entire design was created to fit perfectly around the camera and not obstruct its most important
components. In addition, it was created from high-quality silicone, so it is tear-resistant and not easily deformed. Enjoy comfortable use
with Sunnylife! 
 
	Manufacturer 
	Sunnylife 
	Model 
	IST-ZD588-W
	Material 
	Silicone 
	Weight 
	15 g
	Band length 
	128-225 mm
	Color 
	White

Preço:

Antes: € 7.995

Agora: € 7.00
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